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Neutrino-Induced Nucleosynthesis and the Site of ther Process
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If the r process occurs deep within a type II supernova, probably the most popular of the proposed
sites, abundances ofr-process elements may be altered by the intense neutrino flux. We point out
that the effects would be especially pronounced for eight isotopes that can be efficiently synthesized by
the neutrino reactions followingr-process freeze-out. We show that the observed abundances of these
isotopes are entirely consistent with neutrino-induced nucleosynthesis, strongly arguing for a supernova
r-process site. The deduced neutrino fluences place stringent constraints on the freeze-out radius and
dynamic time scale of ther process. [S0031-9007(97)02846-9]

PACS numbers: 26.30.+k, 25.30.Pt, 97.10.Cv
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It is known that approximately half of the heavy el
ments with mass numberA . 70 and all of the transuran
ics are formed by the process of rapid neutron captu
the r process. The astrophysical site where the requ
conditions occur—neutron number densities in exces
,1020 cm23 and temperatures of,109 K lasting for on
the order of 1 s [1]—has been a matter of speculation
almost four decades. The suggested sites [1] include
neutronized atmospheres just above the supernova
neutron-rich jets from supernovae or neutron star coa
cence, and an inhomogeneous big bang. In addition
these so-called primary sites, there are also secondar-
process models which can succeed with somewhat lo
neutron number densities and temperatures, but req
preexisting heavy nuclei to act as seeds for the neu
capture. Proposed secondary sites vary from the He
C shells during explosive burning in type II supernovae
the core He flash in low-mass red giants.

In recent years a number of observational and th
retical arguments have strengthened the case for a prim
r process in type II supernovae. The discovery of v
metal-poor halo stars enriched inr-process elements with
relative abundance distributions characteristic of the s
system argues that ther process is primary, alread
operating early in the history of the Galaxy [2]. Studi
of galactic chemical evolution [1] have found that th
growth of r-process material is consistent with low-ma
type II supernovae being ther-process site. Finally, the
suggestion made long ago that ther process might be
associated with expansion and cooling of neutron-r
matter from the vicinity of the mass cut in supernov
[3] has been modeled much more convincingly.
has been shown in Ref. [4] that an expanding neutr
rich nucleon gas can undergo ana-particle freeze-out,
in which effectively all of the protons are consume
followed by ana process in which seed nuclei nearA ,
100 are produced. Ther process then takes place throu
the capture of the excess neutrons on these seed nu
Unfortunately, this specific model has some shortcomin
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especially the need for very high entropies which mig
be hard to obtain [5,6]. However, it has demonstrat
that a supernova “hot bubble”r process can produce
both a reasonable elemental abundance distribution and
appropriate amount ofr-process ejecta. The goal of the
present work is to identify the features of thisr process
that are especially sensitive to neutrino physics and,
the same time, are largely independent of the detai
supernova model.

If the r process indeed occurs in supernovae, the sy
thesis and subsequent ejection of ther-process products
take place in an intense flux of neutrinos of all flavor
emitted by the cooling protoneutron star. As it is know
that neutrinos are capable of inducing important nucle
synthesis in the C and O shells in type II supernovae [
this neutrino fluence could also have consequences for
r process. In fact, as we show below, the conclusio
of the present work depend only on the neutrino fluenc
Furthermore, the relevant values of this fluence we ide
tify are in accord with various supernova models.

Neutrino reactions can affect ther process in two
ways, by altering the path or pace of the nuclear flo
during the synthesis, or by modifying (postprocessing) t
abundance pattern after freeze-out. The former possibi
has been suggested and/or discussed in several pa
(see references given in Ref. [8]), including the rece
work where the effects of neutrinos on the charge flo
were shown, under certain conditions, to improve th
agreement with inferred abundances [9]. Much less wo
has been done on neutrino postprocessing. In a rec
more technical paper [8] we reexamined many of th
neutrino physics issues affecting both ther process itself
and the subsequent postprocessing. The purpose of
Letter is to highlight one result with broad implications
that the site of ther process might be deduced from certai
specific neutrino postprocessing signatures.

A cooling protoneutron star emits about3 3 1053 erg in
neutrinos, with the energy roughly equipartitioned amon
all species. The rate of neutrino reactions at radiusr from
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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the center of the neutron star is

ln ø 4.97

"
Lnstd

1051 erg s21

# √
MeV
kEnl

! µ
100 km

r

∂2

3

µ
ksnl

10241 cm2

∂
s21, (1)

where Lnstd and kEnl are the luminosity and averag
energy, respectively, of the neutrino species resp
sible for the reaction, andksnl is the corresponding
cross section averaged over the neutrino spectrum.
neutrino luminosity is expected to evolve with time a
exps2tytnd, with tn , 3 s. The spectrum-average
neutrino reaction cross section sums over all final nucl
states. The neutrino spectrum is taken to be a modi
Fermi-Dirac distribution with the corresponding avera
neutrino energieskEne l ø 11 MeV, kEne l ø 16 MeV, and
kEnmstd l ø kEnmstd l ø 25 MeV.

The important reactions in Eq. (1) are the charge
current sne, e2d reaction and the neutral-current heav
flavor sn, n0d reaction: charged-current̄ne reactions are
Pauli blocked for the very neutron-rich heavy nuclei in t
r process, while the lower average energies ofne and n̄e

lead to smaller neutral-current cross sections. Our ev
ation of these cross sections, described in much more
tail in Ref. [8], was based on extrapolating known nucle
responses to the neutron-rich nuclei of present inter
guided by explicit shell model and continuum rando
phase approximation (CRPA) calculations for certain n
clei of interest. Thesne, e2d cross sections were treate
in the allowed approximation, with the Fermi streng
jMF j2  N 2 Z carried by the isobaric analog state an
the Gamow-Teller (GT) strengthjMGTj2 , 3sN 2 Zd car-
ried by a broad resonance whose position and shape w
determined from nuclear systematics. The GT stren
can be equated to the Ikeda sum rule result because
sn̄e, e1d channel is effectively blocked. Similar studie
of the charged-currentsne, e2d reactions on heavy nucle
have been carried out in Ref. [10]. The correspond
neutral-current calculation is more complicated as, in
dition to the allowed GT transition, forbidden transition
become important due to the higher average heavy-fla
neutrino energies. The neutral-current results used h
were taken from the CRPA calculations of Ref. [8].

The charged-current and forbidden neutral-current re
tions typically produce a nucleus excited well into the co
tinuum. The nucleus then emits one or more neutro
This is the process that alters ther-process abundanc
distribution. The average number of spallation neutro
knl, is obtained by folding the neutrino-induced excit
tion spectrum with the neutron-evaporation spectrum
termined from the statistical model [11]. The total rat
of charged-current and neutral-current reactions on an
erage nucleus in theA , 80, 130, and195 regions are,9,
15, and20 s21 (with knl , 2, 2, and3), respectively, for
r  100 km andLn  1051 erg s21 per species.

Ther process freezes out when the neutron number d
sity drops below a critical level. The resultingr-process
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progenitor nuclei would, in the absence of neutrino po
processing, decay back to the valley ofb stability, pro-
ducing the abundance pattern found in nature. Howev
if this freeze-out occurs in an intense neutrino flux, bo
charged-current and neutral-current reactions take pl
on the progenitor nuclei (and their daughters), modifyin
the finalr-process abundance distribution in a charact
istic way. We make three approximations in evaluatin
these effects. First, we exploit the fact [8] that neutrin
rates and neutron spallation yields do not vary excessiv
(e.g., by more than about640%) over an abundance peak
(Variations between peaks are more significant.) Thus
is a reasonable approximation to assign average rates
neutron emission probabilities to each abundance pe
Second, we employ these mean progenitor rates and n
tron emission probabilities throughout the postprocess
phase, even asN 2 Z is evolving due tob-decay and
neutrino reactions. This is a good assumption for neutr
current reactions, where rates are tied to sum rules [8] t
are only weakly dependent onN 2 Z, but more dangerous
for charged-current reactions, where the direct depende
of rates onN 2 Z could generate important corrections
the number ofb-decay or neutrino reactions is large durin
postprocessing. However, for the fluences we consider
low, the mean number of postprocessing neutrino reactio
is less than unity. Third, we do not account for the su
sequent processing of neutrons liberated in the spallat
Because the effects of reabsorption are spread over a b
range ofr-process nuclei, they are of minor importance
the eight special “window nuclei” we discuss below.

With these approximations, the neutrino postprocess
effects for a given abundance peak can be evaluated w
out reference to the details of ther-process freeze-out pat
tern or of the decay back to the valley ofb stability. These
effects depend only on the total neutrino fluence throu
ther-process ejecta following freeze-out. Our results w
be given in terms of the dimensionless parameterF , the
fluence in units of1047 erg km22, and can be immediately
applied to any hydrodynamicr-process scenario for which
the neutrino postprocessing fluence is known. Clearly,F

depends on the radiusrFO and neutrino luminosityLn,FO

at freeze-out, and the time over which a significant ne
trino irradiation continues, which in turn depends on bo
the outflow velocityy of the ejecta and the neutron sta
cooling history. For example, in a neutrino-driven win
scenario [6] the outflow can be described by a constant
namic time scaletdyn  ryy, i.e.,r ~ expstytdynd. With
Ln ~ exps2tytnd, we have

F 

µ
Ln,FO

1051 erg s21

∂ µ
100 km

rFO

∂2µ tdynys2 sd
1 1 tdynys2tnd

∂
.

(2)

The remaining calculations involve rather straigh
forward combinatorics, described in more detail
Ref. [8]. One first determines̄Nsnd, the mean number
of neutrino events (including both charged-current a
neutral-current reactions, which prove to be of compara
2695
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importance) producing exactlyn neutrons in the sub
sequent spallation after freeze-out. Each̄Nsnd is
proportional to the fluenceF . Under the assumption
enumerated above, the rates and neutron emission pr
bilities in the vicinity of each abundance peak are n
affected by the prior history of the target nucleus. Th
the distribution of neutrino events that produce exactlyn
spallation neutrons is governed by a Poisson distribu
with parameterN̄snd. The overall probability for a given
nucleus to emit, for example, two neutrons can then
evaluated by listing the ways this can be done (e.g.,
neutrons can be produced by one interaction that kno
out two neutrons, or by two interactions each of whi
knocks out one), and folding the Poisson probabilities
each type of event in the product. The probabilityPn for
an average nucleus in theA , 195 region to emit a total
of n neutrons after freeze-out is illustrated in Fig. 1 f
three different values ofF . The bumps in the probability
distributions atn  4 and 5 in Fig. 1 are due to the
charged-currentsne, e2d reactions, which tend to knoc
out more neutrons after each reaction.

The most straightforward use of these probabilit
would be to include them in a standardr-process network
calculation. However, there is an alternative and very
structive use of these results that does not require a b
line r-process freeze-out pattern from theory: begin w
the r-process abundance distribution observed in na
and, for a given neutrino fluence, invert this distributi
to determine the initial distribution that must have exist
prior to the neutrino postprocessing. This initial distrib
tion would be the one conventional theory should str
to match, if indeed we have picked the correctF . The

FIG. 1. Postprocessing neutron emission probabilities for
average nucleus in theA , 195 region. The points connecte
by the long-dashed, dot-dashed, and short-dashed lines ar
F  0.015, 0.030, and0.060, respectively.
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appeal of this procedure is that the finalr-process abun-
dances are rather tightly constrained by observation a
the neutrino physics is relatively simple, compared wi
other aspects of ther process. Thus we can derive th
unpostprocessed distribution with some confidence. T
inversion is easily carried out iteratively, as described
Ref. [8]. (Note that this procedure is valid even in th
presence ofb-delayed neutron emission given the approx
mations detailed above.)

The dominant features of the observedr-process abun-
dance distribution are the abundance peaks atA , 130 and
195, corresponding to the progenitor nuclei withN  82
and 126 closed neutron shells. Independent of the exa
value of the neutrino fluence, the most important result
the inversion described above is the discovery that ei
nuclei, lying in the windowsA  124 126 and183 187,
are unusually sensitive to the neutrino postprocessi
These nuclei sit in the valleys immediately below the abu
dance peaks which can be readily filled by spallation o
the abundant isotopes in the peaks. This situation is
tirely analogous to other cases where the neutrino-indu
synthesis is known to be important [7].

This observation allows us to place upper bounds on
fluenceF characterizing the freeze-out of the abundan
peaks. This is done by requiring that the neutrino-induc
synthesis by itself not overproduce these nuclei. For t
A , 130 peak, we findF &0.045. The limiting fluence
would overproduce all three isotopes124Sn, 125Te, and
126Te (see Fig. 2), with the discrepancy for125Te being
particularly severe (4s).

In deriving this limit, a rather surprising observatio
was made: a fluence slightly below this limiting valu
would produce abundances in good agreement w
observation. To test the hypothesis that these th
isotopes might be neutrino postprocessing products,
repeated the inversion with the constraint of ze
freeze-out abundances. The postprocessed abund
distributions in theA  124 126 window are shown in
Fig. 2 for F  0.020, 0.031, and0.045. For the choice
F  0.031, all three nuclei are produced within,1s

of the observed abundances. Therefore, if a realis
r-process network calculation gives a characteris
freeze-out pattern with severely underabundant nuc
in the window, the observed abundances of these nu
would strongly favor anr-process site with a neutrino
fluence close toF  0.031 after the freeze-out of the
A , 130 peak. Furthermore, the unpostprocessed ab
dance distribution outside the window derived by th
inversion necessarily depends onF . Thus, in principle,
the comparison of this distribution with the one calculate
by ther-process theory could provide a consistency che
on whether we have picked the correctF .

The existence of a second set of postprocessing-sens
nuclei, those residing in theA  183 187 valley just
below the A , 195 peak, provides an important addi
tional test of the hypothesis that neutrino postprocess
has modified ther-process abundance distribution. Th
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FIG. 2. Postprocessed abundance distributions in
A  124 126 and 183 187 windows. The short-
dashed, long-dashed, and dot-dashed lines correspond
F  0.020 s0.007d, 0.031 s0.015d, and0.045 s0.030d, re-
spectively, for theA  124 126 (183 187) window. The
observed abundances [12] are plotted as filled circles with er
bars. The unpostprocessed abundances in the windows w
set to zero (solid lines).

second window corresponds to the stable nuclei183W,
184W, 185Re, 186W, and187Re. As in the case of theA ,
130 peak we first establish a conservative upper bou
on the neutrino fluence,F & 0.030, by finding the un-
postprocessed conditions under which all of these nuc
are overproduced by the postprocessing alone. A flue
saturating this bound overproduces all five species, w
the deviations being*3s in four cases [and with the dis-
agreement for187Re being particularly large (7s)]. Next,
we again test the ansatz that these special nuclei migh
the exclusive products of neutrino-induced synthesis. T
postprocessed abundance distributions of these nuclei
also shown in Fig. 2 forF  0.007, 0.015, and 0.030.
The choiceF  0.015 yields an excellent fit, again agree
ing with observation within,1s.

It is remarkable that the eight isotopes we initially iden
tified as having great sensitivity to neutrino postprocess
prove to have abundances fully consistent with neutrin
induced synthesis during postprocessing. We consider
as strong evidence suggesting that ther process does occur
in an intense neutrino fluence, and thus that the in
rior region of a type II supernova is the site of ther
process. The best-fit fluences derived,F  0.031 and
0.015, are typical of such sites. For example, ther-
process model in Ref. [4] is characterized byLn,FO ,
1051 erg s21, rFO , 600 1000 km, andtdyn , tn , 3 s,
yielding F , 0.01 0.03.
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If this conclusion is correct, neutrino-induced synthes
places stringent new constraints on models of ther process.
The product of the neutrino flux and dynamic time sca
at freeze-out for each abundance peak is now determin
and would appear to require either fairly large freeze-o
radii, as in Ref. [4], or fairly short dynamic time scales,
deduced in Ref. [6]. Our results also suggest that theA ,
195 peak freezes out either at a smaller neutrino luminos
corresponding to a later time, consistent with Ref. [4
or at a larger radius and a larger neutrino luminos
corresponding to a shorter dynamic time scale, as in
wind scenario of Ref. [6], than theA , 130 peak. The
possibility of deriving strong constraints on the dynami
of the r process should provide adequate motivation
fully incorporating neutrino interactions into the network
modeling ther process and the subsequent decay-back
the valley ofb stability.
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